
 

Police Open Letter

24 January 2021.

It has been brought to our attention, that you no longer work for the men and women of the landmass commonly known as the British Isles.

It has been brought to our attention, that you work for commercial (for-profit) private corporations, registered on Companies House and Dun
and Bradstreet.

For example:

METROPOLITAN POLICE SERVICE

Dun and Bradstreet Number: 239220643

Registered Address: New Scotland Yard, LONDON, SW1A 2JL. [1]

GREATER MANCHESTER POLICE

Dun and Bradstreet Number: 217645496

Registered Address: One Central Park, MANCHESTER, M40 5BP. [2]

CPOSA LTD

Companies House Number: 09392877

Registered Address: Acro Criminal Records Office, PO BOX 481, Fareham, HAMPSHIRE, England, PO14 9FS. [3]

As a commercial (for-profit) private corporation you take directions from other commercial (for-profit) private corporations such as but not
limited to:

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT

Dun and Bradstreet Number: 211807693.

Registered Address: Portcullis House Bridge Street, LONDON, SW1A 0AA.[4]

HOUSE OF PARLIAMENT WESTMINSTER

Dun and Bradstreet Number: 217827830.

Registered Address: Houses of Parliament, LONDON, SW1A 0AA.[5]

GOVERNMENT UK LIMITED

Companies House Number: 05522373.

Registered Address: 166 Brixham Road, Welling, Kent, DA16 1EJ. [6]

UNITED KINGDOM LIMITED

Companies House Number: 03778332

Registered Address: Suite Q, Athene House, 86 The Broadway, London, United Kingdom, NW7 3TD. [7]

As a commercial (for-profit) private corporation, you have no business accepting a salary paid for public services, and no business using
public resources, buildings, courts, vehicles, and aircraft, but not limited to these.

As a commercial (for-profit) private corporation, you have no business walking the streets impersonating Police Constables, harassing people
for sitting on park benches, smashing down doors of small businesses, and causing riots at gatherings.

Many independent investigations are currently being carried out into the Police, the NHS, the so-called government, the mainstream media
and the alleged Coronavirus/COVID-19 pandemic, and it has been found that a quantifiable fraud, with a sinister undertone, is being played
out costing the lives of tens of thousands of people across the world, not to mention devastating our economy.

The Center For Disease Control has already confirmed that this alleged virus is not considered a highly infectious disease[8], and they have
also confirmed that the virus only exists on a Petri dish and on a computer programme.[9]

A Freedom of Information request sent to the Cabinet Office also confirmed that they have no record of the isolated virus ever being found
on a patient. [10]

In the instruction manual of the PCR test (used to detect COVID-19/Coronavirus) we can read that it is not intended as a diagnostic
instrument and will lead to many false results.

Dr Kary Mullis Nobel Prize inventor of the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) test (who consequently died just before the COVID-
19/Coronavirus) spoke out about how it is being misused, saying that the PCR tests are meant to magnify material and not used to test for
viruses.

In an interview in 1993 Dr Kary Mullis was asked;

‘How do they misuse PCR to estimate all these supposed free viral RNAs that may or may not be there?’

Dr Kary Mullis replied – ‘It is just a process that is used to make a whole lot of something out of something. It does not tell you that you are
sick…’[11]

In a separate interview Dr Kary Mullis discusses Dr Fauci – He doesn’t know anything really about anything…. The man thinks you can take
a blood sample and stick it in an electron microscope and if it has got a virus in there you will know it. He doesn’t understand electron
microscopy, and he doesn’t understand medicine, and he should not be in the position like he is in. Most of those guys on the top are just
total administrative people and they don’t understand anything that is going on with the body. Those guys have got an agenda which is not
what we would like them to have…..

….. They have got a kind of personal agenda, making the rules up as they go along and change them when they want to…..Dr Fauci does not
mind going on the television in front of the people who pay his salary and lie directly to the camera. You can’t expect the sheep to really
respect the best and the brightest as they do not know the difference… The vast majority of them do not possess the ability to judge who is
and who isn’t a good scientist. That is the main problem with science.[12]

The Coronavirus/COVID-19 pandemic masks a sinister agenda which is forcing billions of men and women (including yourself) through a
Human Capital Market system via birth certificate bonds and identity theft in the form of a dead legal fiction corporate name stolen from our
family names, which is then traded on the stock market.

The Coronavirus/COVID-19 pandemic masks a coronation (a global reset), an important time in history when all past global bankruptcy
debts (from all previous wars) would normally be forgiven. Instead, commercial (for-profit) private corporations, quasi governments are
attempting to wage war on the very men and women who employ them; with the aim to incarcerate, fine, brand/tag and place every citizen
(including yourself) under round-the-clock surveillance., See Alexander Boris de Pfeffel Johnson speech to the United Nations.[13]

Your commercial (for-profit) private corporation, with the aid of local councils, solicitors, barristers, magistrates, and quasi governments, are
systematically deceiving men and women, sometimes even forcing them (under duress) through a private tribunal service. Furnishing the
Private Bar Guild (courts) who are perpetually attempting to salvage men and women (including yourself) as chattel property/collateral for
the global bankruptcy debt for which we are secured party creditors.

Your actions/inactions are aiding and abetting genocide, not to mention orchestrating your own family’s slavery.  Anyone who promulgates
the actions of this so-called COVID-19 pandemic and quasi-government could be held personally and individually liable for gross
negligence, fraud, identity theft, coercion, extortion, treason, human trafficking, human experimentation, and murder, but not limited to
these.

Through this communication, you can no longer be able to hide behind the excuse of just doing your job, and you can no longer be able to
claim any plausible deniability.

Govern yourself accordingly.
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